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Publisher's Note
Racing According
to Plan

Dan Plan
This year was the first time, in my lifetime; I went to
Speedweeks for two consecutive years in a row. My
timing of my return home couldn’t have been worse,
as the Twin Cities picked up nearly a foot of snow the
day I returned. Palm trees and 80 degrees in the
morning and a foot of snow later in the day. There is
just something wrong with that picture. Anyway, this
year’s trip to Daytona was phenomenal. The weather
was just about perfect every day, allowing for time to
do some site seeing in the afternoon and then head to
the race track every night.

Our trip this year started out attending the Friday
night opening show at New Smyrna Speedway for the
World Series of Asphalt Racing. The stop at New
Smyrna was straight from the airport to the track, as
some photographer dude needed a ride to the track.
As long as we were there, we decided to check-in at
the hotel after the races. Former ARCA Rookie of
the Year and Minnesota resident, Joey Miller, was on
hand for the opening night action. Miller had posted
strong runs in practice, and missed the invert by just
one position for the Super Late Model main event.
Other representatives from the North on hand were
Natalie Decker in the Super Lates and the Pro Lates
had Tim Sargent and Austin Nason. In a prelude of
things to come for the weekend, the pace car broke
down at the start/finish line and had to be pushed into
the pits before the races could get underway. Other
than the pace car issue, it was a great first stop from
the airport, and I always enjoy seeing the Mod Squad
from the East Coast racing at New Smyrna.
Saturday afternoon and night was a visit to the big
track to watch the ARCA cars and the NASCAR
Sprint Cup drivers in the Sprint Unlimited. It’s always
entertaining to see the ARCA cars hit the big track,
as there is a wide gap in driver experience and lap
times. This year’s race didn’t have a large number of
cautions, with Grant Enfinger holding off veteran
Frank Kimmel for the win. Later in the evening, in an
effort to upstage the short track down the road, the
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pace car not only broke down, it started on fire. Just
another example of you can’t make this stuff up. I
was also amazed at how many people simply got up
and left when Dale Jr. wrecked with only a handful of
laps to go. At least half of the people in my section
were gone before the final laps were run. It looks like
they hung around the next weekend to see Junior win.
Denny Hamlin drove away from the rest of the Cup
stars to win this year’s shootout.
Next up was the first of three trips to Volusia County
Speedway this year. The Sunday night show featured
the World of Outlaws Sprint Cars and UMP

Kinser made some aggressive moves to
keep the lead, and looked as good as ever on
this night. The other big deal was Austin
Dillon. Earlier in the day, Dillon took the
iconic #3 to the pole for the 500 down the
road. He showed up at Volusia later that day
and promptly won his heat race and the
feature event for the UMP Mods. Some
may argue it doesn’t take a lot of driving
talent to win the pole at a restrictor plate
track. The saying is it’s the car more than
the driver. That same argument doesn’t
work for winning a feature race in dirt
modified. The kid has been given all of the
right opportunities and is making the best of
every one of them.

The Dillon brothers at Volusia
(Dan Plan photo)

realized the song was actually about Georgia. Things
Monday started out with a car show in
were much brighter following the reboot. Just a few
Daytona Beach and then later that night
laps into the Pro Late Model main event, several cars
was a return trip to New Smyrna. The car
show featured many vintage race cars that got together on the back stretch and took out a long
had run in past years of the 500, along with section of safety fence. When it rains, it pours.
Eventually, they were able to finish this race, with
many short track cars. We were also
Rockford Speedway regular Tim Sargent grabbing a
presently surprised to see Leonard Wood
top-5 finish. The other Rockford regular on hand,
of the Wood Brothers on hand. You just
Austin Nason was
never know who
also running near the
you will run into
The
night
the
lights
went
out
in
Florida
top-5 when another
during
(Dan
Plan
photo)
driver dumped Austin
Speedweeks. At
and sent him into the
New Smyrna
turn three wall with
that night, the full
just a handful of laps
moon had its
to go.
impact on the
Jr. getting ready for Sprint Unlimited practice
night. Just as the
(Dan Plan photo)
Tuesday night’s
show was about
show at Volusia
to start, the lights started
Modifieds. The UMP Mods are very similar to the
started out with a
getting
dim.
At
first
I
“A” Mods of various sanctions in our area of the
race for the UMP
thought I was imagining
country. Two big stories occurred on Sunday. Steve
Mods known as the
things, as the cars were still
Kinser has already announced this will be his final
six-pack dash. The
taking their laps behind the
year running full-time with the Outlaws. He was
six drivers in the
pace
car.
Before
the
race
pretty clear that he’s not going to retire; he’s just not
event were voted in
went green, they stopped all
going to run full-time. Kind of the like the WoO
of the cars, and rebooted the lighting system. I started
version of Mark Martin. I wonder if Kinser’s plans
continued on page 5
singing “The night the lights went out in Florida”, but
will change if he keeps running like he did this night.

Steve Kinser (left) and Ty Dillon (right)
(Dan Plan photo)
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by fans. The Hermanator, Kenny Wallace, won the
race, and the six-pack of Budweiser that went with
continued from page 4
the win. That’s the first
time I’ve seen a sixpack of Bud used as a
trophy, but seemed
fitting for Herman. The
UMP Mod main event
for the night went to the
other Dillon, younger
brother Ty. The younger
Dillon also won the
overall Gator
championship. The
UMP Late Models saw
relatively unknown
Kenny Pettyjohn win
over the Bloomquist.
The neat thing about
Pettyjohn’s win was the
fact his team was
donating all of their
Millsboro, DE driver Kenny Pettyjohn topped the big names at Volusia
Speedweeks winnings to
(Dan Plan photo)
the Wounded Warrior
Project. The $7,000.00
earned for 30 laps of
work this night sent the
total donation over the
$12,000.00 mark.

Bloomquist in victory lane again following a $10,000 pay day
(Dan Plan photo)

Wednesday night was
our final night, and our
first opportunity to see
one of my favorite
divisions in race action
for the first time; “The
Beasts from The
Northeast”, also known
as Big Block Modifieds.
Also on hand were the
World of Outlaws Late
Models. The big block
Mods have 467 cubicinch, big block Chevy
motors. We’re not

talking about large cubic inch small blocks, but honest
to goodness big block motors. While the weight of the
cars and their hard tires keep the speeds down
compared to the Late Models, they are neat to see up
close and in person. Justin Haers picked up his first
career win over the likes of Billy Pauch and Brett
Hearn. The WoO Late Models also put on an
impressive show, with “Mr. Smooth”, Billy Moyer,
taking the early lead. As the 40-lap race wore on,
“Black Sunshine” (aka; Scott Bloomquist) chased
down Moyer and drove away for the win.
By the end of the week, you’re not sure what day it
is, as everyday feels like Saturday. Site seeing during
the day, racing at night, followed by more benchracing until the wee hours of the morning at the
watering holes along the beach. All three parts
equally entertaining. It’s also quite amazing how you
can be 1500 miles from home, and still run into people
from back home at various times during the day.
As mentioned earlier, the weather couldn’t have been
better while we were in town. That’s two years in a
row with 6-straight nights of racing and no rainouts.
I’m not sure if I want to press my luck, but after the
amount of fun enjoyed the last two years, I think I
need to start planning my trip to Speedweeks for
2015.

Email: trackratphotos vfcfunding.com
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The Inside Dirt

Stan Meissner
Hopefully by the time you read this article road
conditions will have improved and the temps will have
mellowed a bit. If you haven’t already guessed I
started writing this month’s column on Friday
February 21, my second weather related vacation day
of the winter. Racing fans prefer to take their
vacation during the racing season but the winter of
2013/2014 has proved to be a vacation sucking
nuisance for many of us.
In spite of still being in the throes of a record breaking
winter there is plenty of racing taking place in warmer
climates. This extreme winter threatens to delay our
openers (more on that later) but Daytona and the
surrounding Florida short tracks provided plenty of
televised racing.
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I’m admittedly not an authority on Sprint Cup racing
but I can’t deny its influence on the dirt tracks. Short
track fans are used to seeing up and coming drivers at
their local tracks before they progress to the next
level. For example Daytona 500 pole winner Austin
Dillon raced a dirt Late Model at the Cedar Lake
Speedway back in 2007. There has been an ongoing
debate among the NASCAR scribes regarding
Dillon’s car number. Some consider the number
three sacred and anyone who dares use it a
blasphemer. Dirt track fans saw Austin driving a
black three seven years ago and I didn’t hear any
complaints.
Kyle Larson is another rookie Cup driver that started
and continues to race on the dirt. Larson illustrates
how much big time racing has changed. Thirty years
ago you wouldn’t have seen young dirt track
sensations like Larson move up to Cup racing. They
might have been legendary on the dirt but few were
considered for Cup rides until drivers like Ken
Schrader and Jeff Gordon started opening some eyes.
That trend has changed in recent years to the point
that if you see a young dirt track driver winning big
races you had best go see them race the next chance
you get because they won’t stay on the dirt long.
Austin Dillon’s dirt connection was punctuated with
an UMP Modified win at a Florida dirt track on the
same evening he won the pole for the big show but
his race performance in the 500 did not live up to the
hype. Larson kissed the wall on lap four at Daytona
and dampened some of the enthusiasm surrounding
his Cup debut. He’s got some big shoes to fill
replacing JPM at only 21 years old with limited Stock
Car experience.

Stan Meissner caught this shot of 2014 Daytona 500 pole winner at the Cedar Lake Speedway
in 2007. The best place to see NASCAR’s future stars is at your local short track. A lot has
been
said about
Dillon’s
choice ofcountry
the number
three butby
asthe
you can see in this shot he has
Southeast
Minnesota
is Modified
as illustrated
been running
number
in other at
series
packed house watching
USMTSthat
driver
introductions
the for years.
Chateau Speedway in 2008.

Over the past few years streaming video has become
a viable option for viewing live sporting events. At
one time dirt track racing played out on cable
channels that no longer exist leaving dirt track fans
few options for viewing live races. Today I
understand that MAVTV is broadcasting dirt track
racing but they’re not available on my cable system
so I cannot access that channel to evaluate it. My
belief is that the future of dirt track coverage will be
with the streaming web services. If someone had
asked me five years ago I would have balked at the
idea of watching races online. Since that time
connection speeds and production quality have
steadily improved. Keep in mind that the network
production crews use semis equipped with their own
satellite connections and all the latest technology.
Streaming video can done with more affordable
equipment at a lower production cost making it an
affordable option for dirt tracks. My eyes were
opened last August when my son and I watched the
A Main of the Knoxville Nationals on a PPV service
called “The Cushion”. We connected the HDTV in
my man cave to a laptop using a VGA cable and the
broadcast was of good enough quality that we were
able to follow the action with no interruptions. There
are ways to improve the connection from the laptop to
the HDTV but The Cushion has a low resolution so
an HDMI connection wouldn’t have mattered.
In addition to my experience last summer so far this
year I have sampled a Dirtvision World of Outlaws
broadcast (dirtvision.com) and another PPV service
with local roots called XSAN (xsan.tv). There are
still challenges to streaming racing including the
connection at the track and providing a resolution that
is acceptable to us HD freaks. Keep in mind that up
until only recently many tracks weren’t even
connected to the web and if they were the connection
was often not up to broadcast quality. Most tracks
got online as an after thought when they realized that
sending out live text results and posting photos on
social media during the event generated fan interest.
In defense of the streaming services many of the
tracks are in rural areas where the fastest connection
speeds aren’t available and that can present
challenges as well. A service such as Dirtvision that
covers both World of Outlaws Sprints and Late
Models is going to have the highest demand based on
the popularity of the content they provide. I don’t
know if the higher number of users for a series like
the WoO affects video quality but Dirtvision’s
resolution was at the lower end of the spectrum.
XSAN covers a bigger variety of classes and I found
their broadcast resolution to be of a higher quality.
The only drawback for me is that there isn’t as much
Sprint Car racing as I’d like to see on their schedule.
That could change as the season progresses so I’ll
give them a chance to get things sorted out and check
XSAN out again.
All of the services I mentioned or a combination of a
la carte events are good options depending on what
type of racing you’re looking for. From a tech side
I’d have to give the nod to XSAN for the best

continued on page 7
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continued from page 6
resolution and Dirtvision for the most coveted content.
Streaming races are compatible with a variety of
devices so you’ll want to check that out to make sure
the service you are purchasing will work on your
device. In summary I believe that if you want to
watch live racing from the comfort of your easy chair
and do not have access to MAVTV then streaming
Internet video is the way to go.
I mentioned the openers earlier in this column so let’s
discuss that in more detail. Western Wisconsin and
central to southern Minnesota openers generally take
place in early April. I’m not sure what to expect this
year but if the cold winter is any indicator tracks
might not be able to open on their scheduled dates.
This is not a scientific prediction, just a guess based
on an ever growing list of aching body parts from
standing downtown at the bus stop after work. The
forecast is for another ten days of highs in the single
digits and lows well below zero as we turn the
calendar to March. The extended forecast predicts a
slow warming trend over the next month that sees us
barely not getting out of the 40’s until early April.
Forecasters don’t have the greatest track record so
all we can do is wait and see what happens. I’m
hoping for the best. This body needs to see some
eighty five degree weather soon.

First, they are adding a
Mini Van class. My
Dodge Caravan should be
rusty enough for a set of
roll bars in a couple years.
Maybe I can start my
retirement racing career
with our former grocery
getter. SCVR has also
announced that the
WISSOTA Modifieds
have been added back
onto the weekly card.
The track followed up by
posting their Modified
purse, debuting a tire
loyalty program and a
state challenge to
generate some friendly
(or maybe not so friendly)
rivalries.

Brian Skegel of Thunder Bay took this photo in the pits at an early 80’s
Cedar Lake World of Outlaws show that fell to rain. Steve Kinser
celebrated a victory at Valusia with two of his grandkids on February 16
and has aged a bit since this photo was taken.

Congratulations to Dale Earnhardt Jr. on his Daytona
500 win. I’m sure that Jr’s success can be directly
attributed to his visit to Cedar Lake several years ago.
That’s my story and I’m stickin’ to it.

I have enough opinions to write a few more chapters
but that would encroach on the space of my fellow
columnists. I guess this will have to do it for this
month’s column. We’ll see you in the snow bank!

Steve Kinser kicked off his 2014 World of Outlaws
season with a win at Volusia on February 16 and
celebrated in victory lane with his grandkids. Who
saw that coming 35 years ago when a skinny ex
Indiana high school wrestling standout showed up at
the North Starr Speedway in 1979 and put one on the
veterans. This will be Steve’s final tour with the
World of Outlaws so I’ll be giving him a shout out
every so often throughout the season.
In my last column I mentioned that we hadn’t heard
Craig Dollansky’s plans yet. The Dollansky camp
released a message stating that Garrett Dollansky
would be racing weekly at Knoxville driving for Mike
VanderEcken. The Outlaws showed up in Florida
and Craig was not present for their first points
weekend of the season. One popular rumors site
recently had some buzz about a regional schedule
similar to what Lasoski, McCarl and Tatnell have
been doing but we won’t know for sure until we see
something official. I’m confident that Craig will be
racing somewhere this season but missing the first
points race seals my hunch that he won’t be running
full time with the Outlaws.
The Saint Croix Valley Raceway has stepped up to
the plate with a couple of interesting announcements.

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
www.twitter.com/MidwestRace
wwww.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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$earching for $ponsorship

Jacklyn Daniels-Nuttleman

promotion to take to a bigger cash sponsor for
yourself. The idea of garnering cases upon cases of
beer for your team to consume post-race might
initially sound attractive. Seriously, I get it. Dunking
your hand into the icy cooler at the end of a race night
to grab a beer feels fantastic. It’s even better when it
was a “free” beer, but what if you instead asked the
beer sponsor for a couple of “office parties” that you
could take to a prospective business to sponsor you
for cash. You have helped the cash sponsor create
an in-house promotion that he can hopefully turn into
a traffic-building event that will make his cash register
ring, solidifying you as an ally in his marketing efforts.

Securing sponsorships for racing can be a pretty
tough mountain to climb. It’s complicated even more
so when hard economic times squeeze on businesses.
Generally speaking, advertising funds tend to be
among the first things companies slash, when they
need to tighten their budget belts. As someone who
sells media advertising, I can confirm, this sucks. As
someone who has helped race car drivers secure
sponsorships, it can be downright maddening to find a
way to get the job done. This is a different financial
world these days. Now more than ever, businesses
want a guaranteed return on investment, if you’re
going to have a shot at prying any money out of their
hands for a promotion or advertising endeavor.

Obviously, any time you have a sponsor with an
event, you should work toward having your car on
display there for it, as it’s good for them and you to be
visible. I’d recommend actually being there with your
hero cards to hand out to patrons as well and not just
parking your car there. People are naturally curious
to get an up-close look at a race car. Not everyone
gets to the pits after the races to have a gander at a
race car, especially little kids. They tend to be
tuckered out by the end of the race night, so having
an afternoon to see a race car up-close is a big deal.
You may score more fans and points with your
sponsor, for the time and effort you put forth at these
appearances.

Does this mean you have to be a front-runner on the
track, who grabs headlines and a checkered flag
every feature? Well, I won’t lie. That would be a
great, if you could do that. However, let’s be
realistic. Not everyone can do that. And not every
racer has a family that owns a chain of Zaxby’s
restaurants to finance your racing. It can still be
done, if you’re up for the challenge, but you need to
be willing to put the time into it. Do some research
and get creative. Have a plan and be prepared to
present it simply and concisely on a one or two-sheet
proposal. Every smart racer is out there asking for
money. You need to make your opportunity stand out
from the others.

The old adage about “service after the sale” is
incredibly important to sponsorships. So many teams
in the past have tainted the pool of potential race car
sponsors by doing a quick cash grab and then not
following up on the customer service side of
accepting those dollars. I’ve heard horror stories of
sponsors who never heard another peep from a driver
after handing over thousands of dollars, until it was
time for a new season and they wanted more money.
Or even worse, the car got wrecked and they quit
running at the track, and never once reached out to
the sponsors to discuss the situation. Always keep
your sponsors in the loop as to what’s going on with
your season. Your sponsors are your customers,
treat them accordingly.

Find ways to create promotional opportunities for the
sponsor. Look into local businesses to find out if they
have a major event like an anniversary sale or other
planned promotional event during the race season.
Find a way to tie you and your car into that event. If
this means, reaching out to your track promoter and
seeing if you can get some race tickets or other things
to help build a prize package for that big in-store
event, by all means—do it. Bringing a potential
sponsor a “turn-key promotion,” that can dovetail into
something they were already planning to promote
gives you a leg up on your competition in the search
for sponsorship dollars.
Consider bartering for sponsorship, but not just the
typical trade for beer after the races. If you want to
secure bigger dollars for your season, try turning the
barter into something that can be used in a turn-key

Consider doing a weekly press release of sorts to
recap every race night and make sure to email it to
your sponsors. They are not always going to be able
to make it to the races, so this allows you to continue
to maintain contact and share the successes or
challenges with them. Make sure someone on your
team or a family member can snap some photos to
include in that piece each week.
It should go without saying that a race team Facebook
or Twitter account or even a website would be
beneficial for you and your sponsors. The first two
are free, but it would be worth the investment to
establish a professional-looking website. Consider
working with someone that has experience building
eye-catching, professional websites and “gets” racing.
I’d recommend Scott Lofquist, with http://

shorttracks.us to get it done right, if you’re serious.
He’s a machine and a great ally for all racers. (I
have no financial stake in Scott’s business. I do enjoy
poking a stick at him occasionally via Twitter, but
seriously, he does a phenomenal job.)
Don’t offer too many options in your proposal, as it
will confuse the potential sponsor. Ideally, include just
two investment options for your race season in the
proposal, each with different price levels and each
with a different array of promotional opportunities that
you’ll include. With two options offered, you can
close the sale with, “Which opportunity works best for
you?”
Rejection can be brutal, but don’t give up if someone
declines your opportunity for sponsoring your race
car. Take what you can from the experience and use
it to improve on your next presentation. The more
you do it, the better you will get. You might even find
you like the challenge of turning a “no,” into a “yes.”
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Dean & Jason
Talkin' Racin'
Jason Searcy
It was recently announced that Paige Decker from
Eagle River (WI) was chosen for a ride in the
NASCAR Drive for Diversity program for 2014.
She will get the opportunity to race in top quality
equipment in the NASCAR Whelen All American
series Late Model division down South this summer
against some real tough competition. She will race a
total of 15 nights for REV Racing at three different
tracks: Langley, Hickory and the Motor Mile.
At just 20 years old Paige caught the eye of the right
people last year by winning a 60 lap TUNDRA series
Super Late Model race at Golden Sands Speedway.
“I am sure being the first female and first rookie to
win a Tundra Super Late Model feature helped me”
said Decker.
She said the application process was very easy, she
put together race highlight from 2013 and filled out the
paperwork online. When it came time for the ontrack audition at Langley Speedway in October, she
did well. “I think the way I jumped into the car and
gave it all I got was a big selling point,” said Decker.
“I went out on cold tires and got the car up to speed
right away, no one else did that.”
Paige is the only female driver to make the cut this
year, she will join 5 guys in the program with four of
them racing in the NASCAR K&N Pro Series
including Daytona Battle at the Beach winner Daniel
Suarez.
Decker hopes to drive some Super Late Model races
in the Midwest for her family team this summer, but it
depends on funding.
Paige has a lot of respect for the drivers in Minnesota
and Wisconsin, when she talks about role models in
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Two Talented Ladies
her career she
stays local. “I
definitely look up
to the Sauters and
Danny
Fredrickson” said
Decker. “They
run the Midwest
up here and when
those Southern
boys come up, and
even the
NASCAR guys at
the Milwaukee
mile. They show
them who’s boss.”
The NASCAR
“Drive for
Diversity” has
helped showcase
some talented
drivers since its
inception in 2004.
Some notable
alumni have risen
to the top of our
sport, including
Chip Ganassi
Sprint Cup driver
Kyle Larson and
KB Motorsports
Truck series
driver Bubba
Wallace.

Bruce Nuttleman photo
could have the chance to participate in the
program now” said Rhoads. “The program
now seems to be more about promoting the
drivers and less about NASCAR being
diversified and just a marketing program.
They have come a long way over the years
and are offering an awesome program for
the lucky few who get to be a part of REV
Racing.”
Molly is a car owner and has continued her
racing career here in Minnesota with the
exception of 2013 when some health
problems kept her off the track. She expects
to resume racing a Super Late Model at Elko
Speedway and the TUNDRA series this
summer upon approval from her doctors.

One other local
racer has spent
her time in the
program as well,
Both these ladies are thankful for their
Molly Rhoads
opportunities and have represented racing in
from Hastings
Bruce Nuttleman photo
the Midwest with class.
(MN). She was
part of the program in both 2006 and 2007, she was
To Follow on Twitter go to: @MollyRhoads98
chosen from over 300 applicants to be one of 19
@Paige_Decker_03 @SpeedTalkon1360
drivers to audition at South Boston Speedway driving
K&N series cars.
Even though Molly was never
offered a racing contract it
was a unique experience, she
was even interviewed on
ESPN. “The media portion
included some training and
being interviewed by some of
the big TV networks,” said
Rhoads. “We didn’t know the
interviews were going
anywhere but to the teams
until that night when we were
all out for dinner and there I
was on ESPN! That was
incredibly cool!”

Martin DeFries photo

“I wish I was younger and

Molly Rhoads Motorsports photo
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Eric Huenefeld
Florida in February
The most ridiculous winter that I have ever personally
experienced had finally gotten the better of me.
While moving to a sub-tropical climate seems a bit
expensive and risky, visiting a place like that for a
week is never truly out of the question.
So after shoveling and shivering way too much, this
Yankee decided it was time to go to Florida in
February! Warm weather and racing sounded terrific
to me as I put on my twelfth layer of clothing on a
frosty January morn. So off I went…for the first time
in 18 years…to central Florida…to experience
‘Speedweeks 2014.’
Of course, the ‘big track’ in Daytona Beach gets

New Smyrna Speedway- Home of the “World
Series of Asphalt Stock Car Racing.” New
Smyrna was my first stop on my first night in Florida,
as I took in the Opening Night of the 48th Annual
World Series. The New Smyrna event has the most
longevity of any of the short track events in Florida
this month. Through those years, anyone and
everyone have entered the
‘World Series.’ A
northeasterner named Pete
Hamilton turned people’s
heads during the early
days of the World Series.
Not too long after that,
Hamilton was a Daytona
500 winner. As far as Late
Models, name your driver
and they probably raced
the World Series. Trickle,
Hanley, Shear, Balough,
Bickle and the list goes on
forever.

Stephen Wallace chases Stephen Nasse to the
stripe on opening night at New Smyrna

(Bruce Nuttleman photo)

New Smyrna is no exception.
Despite not having the ‘names’ that the Late Model
field once had at New Smyrna, I still enjoy the
concept of the event. The World Series at New
Smyrna features drivers from all over the US and
Canada, a mix you see you don’t really see anymore.
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"Hammer Down"

most of the ink in Florida
during the month of
February, however
‘Speedweeks’ is much
more than side draft and
Danica. From East Bay to
Ocala and Volusia to New
Smyrna, there’s something
for everyone in central
Florida in a three and a half
week span. I was able to
experience a true
cornucopia of motorsports
for the seven days I was in
the Sunshine State…and if
you care to read
along…I’ll share my
experiences with you.

While the Late Models
draw the attention of most

from our region, the real
show at New Smyrna has
always been the “Touring
Type” Modifieds, the cars
you see now racing as
NASCAR Whelen
Modifieds. The ‘Mod
Squad’ was a favorite of
mine as a young
Hammer, when our
family made the yearly
pilgrimage to Florida.
Guys like Reggie
Ruggiero and ‘Tiger
Tom’ Baldwin were and
still are some of my alltime racing heroes. The
Modifieds themselves put
Joey Miller on opening night of the World Series on a terrific show
(Dan Plan photo) anywhere they go and

Big races in the north and south cater to their regions
mostly in these times, but New Smyrna still sees that
unique quite mix of drivers during the week-long
‘World Series.’ Nearly 30 Super Lates put on a
decent show at New Smyrna, with Florida’s Steven
Naase winning narrowly over Steven Wallace, the
eventual World Series Points Champion. Ross
Kenseth and his Boyne Machine entry ran in the top
five most of the week. It was also good to see Joey
Miller racing in Florida and unfortunate to see Nick
Panitzke encounter bad luck so early in the week.
Rockford area racers Tim Sargent and Austin Nason
made their maiden racing voyage to New Smyrna,
running in the Pro Late Model class at the World
Series. Despite the occasional rough spots for each,
both turned in top five runs throughout the week and
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represented our region well. As for the Modifieds,
despite lower numbers (13 cars took the green for a
35 lap feature) the action was fast and furious. New
York’s Ronnie Silk came from ninth starting spot to
steal victory in the race’s late stages. I swear the
‘Mod Squad’ was drafting on the high banked half
mile! NASCAR Mods are truly breathtaking.
Daytona International Speedway “The World
Center of Racing” Saturday saw me at Daytona
International Speedway, for the ARCA 200 and
Sprint Cup’s ‘Artist Formerly Known as the Busch
Clash.’ It was a terrific day, thanks to NASCAR,
who treats their “hometracks” to a big day at the big
track every year on this certain Saturday. Being an
employee at Rockford Speedway, a NASCAR
Hometrack, I was privy to an “All Access” sort of
day at DIS. I had more access than I really needed,
but it was unforgettable. Also unforgettable; bumping
into “Supershooter extraordinaire” Bruce Nuttleman
during ARCA pre race (what a small world). A word
of advice, if you ever make the trip to Daytona
International (and you should) please utilize the ‘Sprint
Fan Zone.’ It’s really all you need, don’t pay to get in
the overpriced grandstands…get down where the
action is and where the fancy people are!
Volusia County Speedway “Home of the UMP
Dirtcar Nationals” Sunday, Monday and
Wednesday night saw me at Volusia County
Speedway for three nights of racing during the
‘Dirtcar Nationals,’ which is simply one of the coolest
short-track events I have ever been part of. Its one
part mega race, one part county fair, and one part
outdoor cocktail party! If you are a short track race
fan, you NEED to get to Dirtcar Nationals. During
the 12 days that the event is going on, you may
witness UMP Modifieds, World of Outlaws Sprint
Cars AND Late Models, All Star Sprint Cars and the
Super Dirtcar Big Block Modifieds. Basically, if you
want to see a short track racing superstar on dirt,
odds are you’ll see them at Dirtcar Nationals at VCS.
Highlights of my three nights at Volusia included
watching the Sprint Cars tour a half mile in 12.81
seconds! That’s an average of nearly 140 miles per
hour. It’s pretty damn exhilarating. Also on Sunday
night, “The King of the Outlaws” Steve Kinser won
the WOO Sprint feature, which was a great way to
kick off his final season on the tour. Kinser, who’s
always been a favorite of mine, was noticeably
emotional over the victory…and that made two of us.
I had to shake his hand and get his autograph…and if
that’s wrong…I don’t wanna be right!
As you probably heard, Daytona 500 pole sitter
Austin Dillon raced his UMP Modifed at Volusia
during Speedweeks. Say what you will about
“Grandpa’s Boy”, I really like that kid. He genuinely
loves dirt track racing and said Sunday night after
winning the Modifed feature just six hours after
winning the pole for the ‘Great American Race’ that

Super Dirtcar Big Block Modifieds at Volusia County Speedway
(Dan Plan photo)

he “hopes he can race on the short tracks until I
retire.” Now that’s cool.
Wednesday night I saw Dirt Late Model great Scott
Bloomquist at his best, meticulously working his way
to the front of a stellar field for a
$10,000 triumph. Bloomquist
passed fellow DLM Hall of
Famer Billy Moyer to take the
lead just past halfway of the 40
lapper. Bloomquist vs.
Moyer…you can’t beat that.
Also Wednesday I witnessed the
Super Dirtcar Big Block
Modifieds. This was my first
time seeing the Big Blocks in
person, and guys like Brett ‘The
jet’ Hearn, ‘Superman’ Matt
Sheppard, “Mr Freeze’ Stewart
Friesen, Billy Pauch and Jimmy
Horton did not disappoint! I was
able to stand along the inside
fence on turn three for
Wednesday’s Big Block
feature…and that experience
was better than any drug or
substance a man can take.
Early Friday morning, I was back
on a plane headed north. Despite
the turbulence and 50 mph winds

on approach, I made it back home. Brrr. What an
experience, though. I hope I don’t go another 18
years between trips to Florida in February. And I
hope if you have never made the trip yourself, that
you are able to do it sometime soon…like in 2015!
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of front end alignment, Furo was able to find a huge
advantage in being able to adjust them. Although
driving a heavier, seemingly underpowered car, Furo
dominated competition as his cars literally flew around
the competition in the corners due to superior handling
characteristics. In those days they’d start the entire
field of cars in the main event and undaunted having
to start in the rear, Furo, who set fastest qualifying
time to earn the spot, would motor through the field
passing two and three cars a lap! It was always
exciting and great fun watching Furo come from the
back of a 30 car or more field of cars to take another
feature win.

so was the fact Baumel steered from a seat location
near the middle of the race car! Although some
steering knuckle issues caused some scary moments
Baumel did quite well with the car winning a number
of races. Baumel also raced number 3 cars in USAC
competition in the 1960s and ‘70s.
In Wisconsin racing lore no driver in his day was
better known than Miles “The Mouse” Melius. Melius
raced Modifieds mostly in South Eastern Wisconsin
and did race a number of years with a number 3.

Of course when you think of the #3 the legendary
Chicken Coupe driven by Lyle Nabbefeldt can’t help
but come to mind. Lyle was an extremely popular
driver in the ‘60s and competing in the 1932 “Coupe”

Dale P. Danielski
With all the hoopla going on about Austin Dillon
racing with the #3 in NASCAR Cup competition I
thought I’d take a look at drivers at our level of the
sport that have competed with the number three on
their race cars. In no particular order of importance
or level of success here we go in recognizing some of
them.
One of my first exposures to a driver with a number 3
was Harold “Fluff” Furo a racer competing in Central
Wisconsin in the hobby stock division. It was back in
the late ‘60s with the opening of the Golden Sands
Speedway of Plover, that I got a chance to witness
Furo wheel his big Dodge to numerous wins in the

The name Weinfurter was a well known one in racing
in Central Wisconsin and Merlin Weinfurter had a
successful career racing the #3 there. His son Jeff
who still races today has raced to numerous wins in a
#3 Late Model.
added to that popularity. One season Lyle actually
raced with a live chicken named Rojo in the car. A
length of twine tied to Rojo’s foot and the car’s roll
cage had fans more than curious as Nabbefeldt
traveled the Wisconsin racing circuit. The car wasn’t
just for show either as Nabbefeldt drove it to many
wins before the full fendered Late Model car took
over obsoleting the Coupe cars that were predominant
for 20 years. Dewey Moore was a La Crosse,
Wisconsin area driver that drove a sister car to the
Chicken Coupe called the “Jenny 3”. Moore raced
and won everywhere he raced in the 1950s and ‘60s.
Moore also got behind the wheel of the Chicken
Coupe and raced to many wins in that car as well.
Another racer competing at about this same point in
time was Larry Baumel. Larry utilized the #3 on a

division. Furo was a driver that preferred the Mopar
brand and he was one of very few to race them. With
Chevy’s and Fords being raced by most in the area,
Furo took his Dodge equipped with torsion bar
suspension to win after win. The hobby stock division
was a mostly stock race car and in keeping the cars
stock, very little could be done to them both in the
construction of and in the adjustments made to them.
Torsion bars being a stock component from the
factory on Chrysler Corporation cars for the purpose

very unique race car, a Chevy Nomad which he
raced at numerous tracks in Wisconsin in the Late
Model Division. The car was unique and even more

One of the very few drivers that raced out of my
hometown of Stevens Point, WI., was Ron Beyer
who’s cars were always numbered 3. Beyer raced
for many years and won a number of feature events
at various tracks.
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No stranger to victory lane Ramo Stott drove a #3
Dodge in USAC competition.

both pavement and dirt and among the many different
names and numbers he used on his cars he did at one
time race a #3.

Bruce Sparrman was a driver based out of Minnesota
that had a successful racing career. We saw him race
a #3 1969 Chevelle at the Midwest Championships at
Dells Motor Speedway, Wis. Dells, WI., in 1972.

John Mckarns did a great job of bringing in drivers
from different locales to race in his ARTGO series.
Randy Slack, hotshoe from Canada was one of them
racing his #3 at the Rockford, IL., Speedway.

When we had a chance to venture off to the Eastern
part of Wisconsin we’d get a chance to see dirt Late
Model hotshoe Red Bedell race his #3 Ford.
Fred Nielsen fielded vary fast race cars for a number
of drivers one being Whitey Harris. Harris drove the
number A3 to wins on pavement and also drove a
Nielsen Super Modified A3 on the dirt to numerous
victories. John Reimer also drove Super Mods and
Late Models numbered A3 for Nielsen to many wins.
Reimer also drove his own #3 on pavement.

Certainly there are many other drivers we failed to
mention or recall driving a car numbered 3, but none
more famous then and the one creating all the hoopla
here, Dale Earnhardt Sr. Earnhardt was most
recognized for his black colored #3 race cars which
he raced in both Cup competition as well as on short
tracks. Of course with Austin Dillon now in the
famous #3 it will be interesting to see if more history
is created running that number. Normally there is a
story of some kind behind the choice of a number for
a race car, and we’re pretty sure that will at some
point again be the case with a car numbered 3 in our
short track arena as well.
Looking back in time. Thursday night, May 25th, 1967
Lyle Nabbefeldt in the #3 Chicken Coupe 1932
Chevy won the semi-Feature at the Golden Sands
Speedway of Plover, WI. Nabbefeldt also won the 3rd
heat race while Dick Trickle won the Feature event.
News, notes and comments welcome to Dale P.
Danielski at Starmaker Multimedia 967 10th Ave N
Ste A, Onalaska, WI 54650, at 608-783-5827 or at
dale@starmakermultimedia.com ,
www.starmakermultimedia.com

Speaking of dirt, a driver who had great success
racing the number 3 was Kelly Shryock of Iowa in his
USMS modified. So successful was Shryock he won
all five USMS season Championships! Tim Donlinger

Ed Howe who was a master builder of race cars also
did a pretty fair job behind the wheel. Howe raced on

didn’t win a USMS championship but he did win
races in his #3D modified.
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2014 Daytona Speedweeks Recap

NASCAR Insight
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Shane Carlson
Camping World Trucks
Kyle Busch captured the checkered flag in the truck
series opener at Daytona. Busch edged 2010 Daytona
winner Timothy Peters by a mere .017 seconds, the
closest finish in DIS history. It also marked Busch’s
first win at Daytona in a truck.
Busch and Peters dueled with each other in the
closing laps, with Busch pushing Peters initially, but
Peters opened the bottom line up, and Busch took
advantage in his No. 51 Toyota Care Toyota Tundra.
On the final lap, the two were side-by-side when
Busch shifted to the high line, using the momentum to
narrowly get the win. Johnny Sauter was third,
followed by Ryan Truex and veteran Ron Hornaday
Jr. rounded out the top five. 2013 truck champion
Matt Crafton finished 13th.
Rookie Ben Kennedy sat on the pole in his No. 31
Turner-Scott Motorsports Chevy, and dominated the
first half of the race, but an error on pit road cost him
a shot at the win. Kennedy is the great-grandson of
NASCAR founder Bill France Sr.
Nationwide Series
In the past two Nationwide season-openers, Regan
Smith could see the checkers waving with a clear
path ahead, but the difference between last year and
this year is…well, everything.

Bruce Nuttleman photo

In 2013, Smith was battling Brad Keselowski for the

win off of turn four, but ended up piling into the wall
on the final lap wreck that sent Kyle Larson airborne,
injuring over 30 fans in the process. He prefers the
way the 2014 race ended much more; standing in
victory lane.
A green-white-checkered final restart set the table
for an epic battle for the win. With drafting help from
behind from Trevor Bayne, Smith narrowly edged
Keselowski by .013 seconds for the win. Bayne was
third, followed by the Toyotas of Kyle Busch and
Elliott Sadler.
The win is a big step for Smith in regard to claiming
his first Nationwide title for JR Motorsports, after
faltering down the stretch last year.
Daytona 500
Unless you live under a rock, you probably know, or
even watched Dale Earnhardt Jr. win his second
Daytona 500 after rain delayed most of the race. It
was an emotional night for Jr. and NASCAR fans
everywhere. Whether you are a Jr. fan or not, you
can at least appreciate the emotion he and his team
showed after taking the checkers. Jr.’s reaction was
best described as a passionate display for desire. Dale
Jr. is serious about winning a title. Three of the last
four years in the 500, Earnhardt Jr. was a runner-up
at his own personal playground that is the Daytona
International Speedway. When his car-owner Rick
Hendrick said it was the most excited he has ever
been going to victory lane, it says a lot. It’s no secret
Jr. has struggled since joining Hendrick Motorsports,
but a solid 2013 campaign brought his confidence
back, and a confident driver is a driver I’d want
behind the wheel. After finishing second six times in
2013 and looking like a championship-caliber driver,
2014 could not have started any better for
NASCAR’s most popular driver.

minutes after the red flag came out; drivers were
finally back on the track for a Sunday night shootout.
Within the final 60 laps, there were four separate
crashes that collected at least six cars. It’s only
fitting. One of the big trends of Speedweeks was the
amount of torn-up racecars being put back on the
hauler, and teams being forced to bring out the
backup. Whether it was the adjusted spoiler height,
the faster closing rate or simply knocking the rust off,
many drivers tasted the concrete, some more than
once.
The green-white-checkered final restart was
determined by the second row. Jr. restarted on the
inside of row one, flanked by Brad Keselowski in the
No. 2 Ford. Hendrick teammate Jeff Gordon gave Jr.
the bump he needed on the restart to clear
Keselowski, and from there, Jr. had to block
whichever lane had the momentum. On the final lap,
the 88 held off Keselowski and Denny Hamlin in the
No. 11 Toyota, who had a late charge off of turn
four. Elation ensued across NASCAR country.
Outside pole-sitter Martin Truex Jr., along
with 500 favorite Tony Stewart both suffered DNFs.
The win was Earnhardt’s 20th of his career, but quite
possibly the most important. It virtually locks him into
the 2014 Chase with the new playoff system being
implemented over the offseason.
In case any of you are counting, Dale Earnhardt Jr.
now has more Daytona 500 triumphs (2) than his
father, Dale Earnhardt Sr. (1), respectively. Earnhardt
and Daytona. The names go together like peanut
butter and jelly.

Rookie Austin Dillon started on the pole in the No. 3
Dow Chevrolet SS, the first time the number has been
on the Sprint Cup circuit since Dale Sr.’s tragic death
13 years ago. Dillon posted a solid ninth-place finish
for Richard Childress Racing.
The first 38 laps were completed before rain put a
damper on the party, but NASCAR was determined
to give the fans what they wanted. Six hours and 22
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